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ROCCAT Sense � High
Precision Gaming

Mousepad - Glacier Blue

$34.95

Product Images

Short Description

Product Details:
ROCCAT� Sense � High Precision Gaming Mousepad
Precise, Unrestrictive, Secure

Never underestimate the influence of a mouse surface on your gaming performance. This is the reason why ROCCAT has developed the ROCCAT�
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Sense gaming mouse pad which does not restrict the performance of your mouse and gives you highest comfort for hours and hours of gaming.

A large surface area (400x280mm) provides sufficient space even for rapid mouse movements in critical situations. The color variations have
been selected to provide the mouse sensor with the ultimate optical response and its low height (1.35mm) guarantees optimum comfort and less
strain on your hand and wrist.

Features:

MICROCRYSTALLINE COATING
The special surface coating made from micro-crystals bonded to a rubberized backing noticeably improves the gliding characteristics of the
mouse. The coating ensures ultra-low friction between your mouse and the pad.

GAMER�S CHOICE
Recommended by international professionals, a mouse pad has been developed which is perfectly tailored to meet their requirements. Measuring
in at 400 x 280mm, its generous dimensions provide sufficient gliding area for the mouse which is a must for professionals. At just 1.35mm high,
resistance at the edges is minimized thereby allowing smooth pointer positioning.

GOT THE GRIP
The backing of the ROCCAT� Sense is made of a special rubber material featuring a nano-sized pattern. It smoothes out the slightest of unevenes
and provides the necessary amount of grip allowing the pad to sit securely on the desk regardless of how quickly you move the mouse.

Specifications:

MINIMIZED FRICTION
thanks to the microcrystalline coating bonded to a particularly soft cloth base

OPTIMUM GLIDING AREA
and pointer positioning

RUBBERIZED BACKING
featuring a nano-sized pattern for the perfect amount of grip on any surface

OPTIMIZED FOR GAMING
and professional design applications

DIMENSIONS
400 x 280mm

ULTRA LOW HEIGHT
1.35mm

Description

Product Details:
ROCCAT� Sense � High Precision Gaming Mousepad
Precise, Unrestrictive, Secure

Never underestimate the influence of a mouse surface on your gaming performance. This is the reason why ROCCAT has developed the ROCCAT�
Sense gaming mouse pad which does not restrict the performance of your mouse and gives you highest comfort for hours and hours of gaming.

A large surface area (400x280mm) provides sufficient space even for rapid mouse movements in critical situations. The color variations have
been selected to provide the mouse sensor with the ultimate optical response and its low height (1.35mm) guarantees optimum comfort and less
strain on your hand and wrist.

Features:

MICROCRYSTALLINE COATING
The special surface coating made from micro-crystals bonded to a rubberized backing noticeably improves the gliding characteristics of the
mouse. The coating ensures ultra-low friction between your mouse and the pad.

GAMER�S CHOICE
Recommended by international professionals, a mouse pad has been developed which is perfectly tailored to meet their requirements. Measuring
in at 400 x 280mm, its generous dimensions provide sufficient gliding area for the mouse which is a must for professionals. At just 1.35mm high,
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resistance at the edges is minimized thereby allowing smooth pointer positioning.

GOT THE GRIP
The backing of the ROCCAT� Sense is made of a special rubber material featuring a nano-sized pattern. It smoothes out the slightest of unevenes
and provides the necessary amount of grip allowing the pad to sit securely on the desk regardless of how quickly you move the mouse.

Specifications:

MINIMIZED FRICTION
thanks to the microcrystalline coating bonded to a particularly soft cloth base

OPTIMUM GLIDING AREA
and pointer positioning

RUBBERIZED BACKING
featuring a nano-sized pattern for the perfect amount of grip on any surface

OPTIMIZED FOR GAMING
and professional design applications

DIMENSIONS
400 x 280mm

ULTRA LOW HEIGHT
1.35mm

Additional Information

Brand Roccat

SKU ROC-13-101-D

Weight 2.5000

Color Black

Mouse Accessory Type Mouse Pad

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250288131019

Special Price $22.95


